
Our growing company is hiring for a vp-data. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for vp-data

Create a robust documentation suite to clearly articulate data definitions
while highlighting data quality gaps for inclusion in Technology and Process
Improvement roadmaps
Partner with data engineering and strategy/planning teams to correctly
interpret, understand and use available data
Develop tracking and data collection strategy to support business objectives
Create regular reports through reporting software to manage detailed
dashboards and metrics
Develop and continuously improve measurement approaches, processes,
tools and techniques
Design creative and aesthetically sound visualizations and literature to
communicate analysis results, data characteristics, messages and themes,
ideas, processes, and methodologies in both textual and graphic mediums
Translation of design wireframes to product customisations that will interact
with back-end APIs to produce visual elements of the systems
Engage with the LOB Control Teams and CIB Central Support Program teams
to identify Risk and Control reporting needs
Analyze and normalize data from various sources to design and create
analytics to support the detection of risks and control uplifts
Joint architect of strategic measurement, risk thematic analytics and
reporting, leveraging BI and dashboard tools to support the needs of the CIB
LOB Risk & Control, Program and Senior Management Teams
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An expert with at least one of key reporting/visualization tools such as
Tableau or QlikView / QlikSense
Hands on experiences with a database and/or transformation tools
Financial Services background or experience in Investment Banking or Asset
Management is a plus
Experience in IT delivery and architecture including experience as a Data
Modeler and/or DBA, application design and programming
Ability to balance business demands and IT fulfillment in terms of
standardization, reducing risk and increasing IT flexibility
Hands on experience with third party tracking and reporting tools such as
DoubleClick (DART), Omniture and/or Webtrends including a strong
knowledge of Advanced Reports such as reach vs


